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About This Game

From the writer of “Teleglitch: Die More Edition” comes Shortest Trip to Earth, a roguelike spaceship simulator
featuring exploration, ship management, game-influencing decision-making and real-time tactical battles.
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Onboard combat against hostile intruders is a messy business

Explore a detailed and deadly universe

Embark on a perilous journey through a procedurally generated universe and explore massive space sectors crawling with exotic
lifeforms. Engage in action-packed tactical combat against hostile ships, boarding parties and inter-dimensional space monsters.

Each ship comes with its own strengths and weaknesses

Master the art of survival by customising your ship with modular components and perks. Choose from a range of spaceships and
manage life within your vessel - from crew, pets and drones to ship modules and weapons. Shape your journey through hundreds
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of multiple-choice events, featuring unique hand-drawn illustrations.

A selection of crew types

Shortest Trip to Earth features unforgiving permadeath, but you can unlock perks to increase the odds of survival on your next
run.

Key Features

Master the art of survival in unexplored space!

Traverse a procedurally generated universe full of intrigue

Ship customisation & crew management

Epic real-time tactical space battles

Onboard combat, featuring hostile intruders, drones and battle-hardened pets

Hundreds of random events with unique outcomes

Uncover fascinating and exotic stories from across the universe
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Title: Shortest Trip to Earth
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Interactive Fate
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 10 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD4400 or dedicated DX11 GPU (1280x720)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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WTF is this for a stupid thing????. This is a quick to pick up and play brick breaker esque game for fans of the genre. It adds
some fun new gameplay twists to the whole premise which keep the player interested in it overall. I would say its a buy if you
like this type of game.. Pretty, challenging, unforgiving. I think it's well worth the price.. After reading the reviews I expected a
lot more from this. Personally i found the production quality to be pretty low, maybe on par with a student game. I guess it's an
alright thing to introduce a small child to VR, but as an adult I found it pretty lackluster in terms of both storytelling and
gameplay. To it's credit it's this sort of format with low gameplay and a focus on being an active participant in a story that I
believe VR will shine in, but it's just not enough for me to justify the pricing.. This is a puzzler that is actually soothing. You
may get frustrated if you're shooting for 100% completion on everything, but if you're just playing to complete the trees, you'll
never get even slightly perturbed.

It's beautifully well-executed.
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This route came bundled with TS2013 so I got it by defuault, except for some reason I don't have the gas turbines. One of the
tags for "Frozen Mystery" is "Replayable".
Unfortunately, it's not. The levels are all exactly the same.
It's far too easy, and extremely short.
The entire game can be completed in less than twenty-minutes.
The puzzles are boring and not logical as presented here.
And there's no Christmas theme as suggested.
Only New Age garbage about channeling spirits with crystals.. Pretty cool nod to the games these costumes reference.. Check
my videos for a gameplay example.

I played the first release of this series when it was called Zen Bondage. Zen Bound 2 expands on the simple concepts of the first
with some interesting new mechanics - though I still prefer the barebones "classic gameplay."

The premise for this game is odd: binding and wrapping wooden objects with a rope. But soon you'll find yourself concentrating
deeply - I often catch my tongue peeking out between tightly pursed lips when playing this.

The "zen" ambience is well done - the music, sound effects and visuals are soothing. But make no mistake, this game is
demanding, and you will often have to undo and redo your work to get the perfect result.

I wouldn't call this a "casual" game. Zen Bound 2 requires patience and precision, so if you're into that (or if you want to
improve those virtues!), definitely get it.. THIS GAME IS A RIP OFF! YOU CANT CONNECT TO ANY SERVER!. This
game is bad, bad, bad but well... i kinda liked it.
The bugs where all over the shot but more funny than game breaking like mobs spinning in a circle getting stuck in walls and
having to jump like a loon to get out of the wall.
The voice acting is amazing----lybad its funny!

But the game is fun easy to play and for a couple of ££ i would suggest getting it.

Dont expect a A grade game . do expect steam powered bikes which do f**ck all hard to ride and have zero impact on plot other
than a filler. but they look fantastic!

. Ignorning the sluggish controls, the god-awful and drawn out story, the low variety, the royalty free music, the stupid shop
systen, the awful balance, etc. etc, this game doesn't even work right. There have been multiple times where I would click "Exit
game" and then my computer will not let my mouse work anymore and I have to sign out of the account just to open a window..
short and enjoyable
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